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Introduction

Predictive processing shapes argument processing during sentence comprehension, yet this impact
has not been investigated systematically from a cross-methodical perspective. For instance,
animacy-based predictions regarding the prototypical actor concept elicit distinct processing
signatures depending on the choice of experimental method.
I With EEG recordings, inanimate arguments that mismatch the predicted animate actor
prototype evoke enhanced amplitudes of the N400 ERP component [1].

I When eye movements are recorded during natural reading, regression-path duration (go-past
time) is prolonged for atypical inanimate actors [2, 3].

However, evidence that these effects stem from the same underlying mechanism is only indirect
when data records are analyzed separately. Complementing co-registration of EEG and eye
movements, advanced statistical modelling may be a viable solution to unify data patterns – and,
hence, interpretations – across these online processing methods.

Hypothesis

I There is no fixed association between a particular ERP component and a particular eye
movement measure, but the association between measures varies according to shared
mismatches in the hierarchical organization of prediction.

I The statistical relationship between N400 amplitude and reading times should be strongest
when they reflect prediction error at a similar level [4].

Animacy

We focused on animacy as a universally available cue for the actor role in two separate sentence
reading experiments (EM; ERP via RSVP) with identical items. Animacy of the subject, animacy
bias of the verb and word order were varied orthogonally in German intransitive clauses.
1. Ein Junge/Stein hüpft/kullert über die Wiese, während die Vögel in den Bäumen zwitschern.

A boy/stone hops/rolls over the meadow, while the birds chirp in the trees.
2. Über die Wiese hüpft/kullert ein Junge/Stein, während die Vögel . . .

Over the meadow hops/rolls a boy/stone, while the birds . . .
3. Es hüpft/kullert ein Junge/Stein über die Wiese, während die Vögel . . .

There hops/rolls a boy/stone over the meadow, while the birds . . .

Initial results
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EM (n=84) revealed increased go-
past time at the PP when subject
animacy and verb bias conflicted
with each other (Ex. 1 & 3, above).
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ERPs (n=37) at the noun phrase revealed enhanced N400
amplitudes for the same conflict in word orders with postver-
bal subject (Ex. 2 & 3, above).

Combined statistical procedure

1. Data from the both experiments was combined into a single dataset. 37 participants for
ERP; 84 for EM yield 37 + 84 = 121 unique participants.

2. Aggregated (grand-average) measure of interest from each method predicts the measure
of interest in the other method:
EM first-pass time (inherent lexical-semantic, “memory” costs) and go-past time

(prediction error) on the non-initial prepositional phrase
ERP mean amplitude in N400 time window (300–500ms) at the noun

3. Mixed-effects models fitted to these measures were compared against models fitted to
the factorial design parameters.

Model comparisons
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Predicting EM data
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Predicting EEG data

Interestingly, the models based on the aggregate data provide a surprisingly good fit,
approaching or even exceeding the parametric fits based on the parametric manipulation.
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Posterior predictive checks suggest a good to excellent fit to the data for all models.
All models fitted with the mean-field variational approximation, a Student’s t robust likelihood and weakly regularizing normal (ridge) priors via R package brms and Stan. Aggregation
performed with 5% trimmed means, within then over subjects. Temporal EM measures manipulated on log-scale. Log-scale predictors centered, other continuous predictors standardized.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated a quantitative
relationship between the eyes and the
brain in which measures from other
participants predicts the EM and EEG
response quite well:
N400 activity predicts first pass time and

go-past time as well as the
manipulation does, but does worse at
predicting regressions.

EM measures were able to predict N400
activity as well as the experimental
manipulation does.

This is particularly surprising given that a
linear model along a single continuous
dimension provides less room for complex
relationships than a multidimensional
interaction model.
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